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 - no hints for physics beyond DGLAP
 - consistency with LRG
 - amount of proton dissociation same as in iDDIS
 - consistent with proton vertex factorisation

R. PolifkaDiffractive Jets @ H1
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QCD analyses of HERA data

Eager to test both approaches on the latest data

F.  A. Ceccopieri S. T. Monfared
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Low Q2 region and higher twistsM. Sadzikowski

attempt to describe DIS, DDIS, VMs,...

L. Motyka
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- 2010 data analyses
- gg -> µµ ideal for lumi measurement
- exclusive J/Psi, Xc production

Exclusive production @ LHCb

- cross sections are consistent 
with theoretical predictions

- 2011 data on the way

D. Moran
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E. Brücken
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Central Exclusive Production at CDF II



W. Li
Central Exclusive Production @ CMS

not a cross section 
measurement
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Central Exclusive Production in Theory
M. Taševský

JZ = 0, C-even, P-even selection rule leads to a clear determination 
of quantum numbers of the 
centrally produced resonance. A few events are enough.
 
MSSM: large enhancement for H/h→bb enables to measure Hbb 
Yukawa coupling!

Higgs in Central Exclusive Diffraction!

SM
MSSM enhancement

- gluon amplitude calculated 
up to twist 3
- photon wave function 
factorizes in the WW 
approximation
- Saturation effects to be 
included

A. Besse
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LHC up to 4 orders of magnitude more sensitive than LEP

effect of LHC on the Sudakov 
FF uncertainties in CEP

E. Chapon

 - σ(diffractive WW)  <<  σ(γγ->WW) 
 - very promising laboratory for testing of VB 
triple and quartic couplings

Vector Boson Couplings
A. Szczurek
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t measurement @ CDF

Q: Does factorisation breaking 
affect t-distributions?

K. Goulianos

- t slope Q2 independent
- data agree with DL for   t ≤ ~0.5 GeV2
- flattening larger by ~10 than DL
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Hard diffraction @ CMS

measurements give constraint to the hard diffractive processes @ LHC

A. V. Pereira
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Low x structure of the Nucleus M. Chiu

Peripheral d+Au collisions 
are similar to p+p collisions

- suppression depends strongly on centrality
- get stronger towards forward rapidities

- do we see nuclear shadowing?
- more results with new data and pPb @ LHC

PHOENIX @ RHIC
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Forward Photons at HERAH. Zohrabyan

- measurement of forward photons in DIS and comparison 
to inclusive DIS MC models and Cosmic Rays MCs

- measurements show sensitivity to fragmentation 
models => input for MC tuning
- yieldMC > yieldData

- Lepto - shape ok, CDM - harder spectra
- CRs - over by 30 - 50%, different spectra
- limited fragmentation hypothesis (independence 
of Q2 and xBj) supported by the data
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Azimuthal correlations at HERAL. Goerlich

DGLAP - strong kT ordering (RapGap)
BFKL - strong ordering in xi (CDM)
CCFM - angular ordering (CASCADE)

- well described by CDM
- DGLAP undershoots
- CCFM (A0) good at high 
Y, but very PDF dependent

forwardjets originate from parton 
showers and not ME (NLO ~ LO)

enhaces radiation,
delta eta > 2

all models fine for 
low Y

- best description by BFKL-like CDM
- NLO DGLAP within uncertainties
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Jet reconstruction in LHCb A. Bursche

- Z+jet production
- Data agree well 
with simulation
- constraining power 
on PDFs
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